
1879. 20 RUBLES 
FROM DAGHESTAN 

TO JERUSALEM
Lorenzo Carra

Mantua, Italy

Unusual and strange 
letters have great 
charm and have 
always aroused my 
curiosity. How could I 
resist this one, which 
still has inside the 
long original text? 

Without further ado let me show it to 
you immediately, beginning with the 
content. You too will be conquered.
So I am starting from the text of the 
letter.
Written in Cyrillic characters, 
in an archaic Russian, hardly 
understandable, almost dialectical, it 
gave Maria Adelaide Lala Comneno 
and a friend of hers, a professor at the 
University of Moscow, a lot of trouble. 
To both of them my heartfelt thanks 
for the translation .

Portrait of Couple 
in Traditional Clothes,
Dagestan,Russia,
Prokudin-Gorskii Collection,1910.

The letter was written by a semi-
illiterate person, a woman, a widow 
as she declares herself, coming 
certainly from a prominent family 
in the public or commercial field, 
who had had the privilege (a rare 
case for those times and in that part 
of the world) of having received 
an education that allowed her, in 
some way, to learn how to read 
and write. The writing was quite 
difficult to decipher: with no capital 
letters, without punctuation, simple 
sentences, often truncated, not 
well-ordered, sometimes repetitious 
thoughts, first names that are often 
to be interpreted.
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Below is the translation, (in some instances the interpretation) of the content.

With 20 rubles enclosed. From Temir-Khan-Shura [20 rubles would be about 
80/90 Italian liras or French francs. But this means little: it would be good 
to know the purchasing power of that amount, what, how much bread or 
meat could be had back then. And I believe that the prices in St. Petersburg, 
the capital, in Moscow, or in Odessa would be quite different from those of 
Temir-Khan-Shura]

Christ is risen (could also be interpreted as ‘Happy Easter!’)
To His Most Reverend Majesty the Archimandrite Serafino in the church of the 
Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem. Your Reverend Father Archimandrite Serafino,
We ask for Your blessing and holy prayers on the Holy Sepulcher [of] Our 
Lord Jesus Christ. We ask to serve the liturgy for the salvation and health of 
the servants [slaves] of God [the separation of the living from the dead is still 
practiced today in Orth odox churches: the candles for the dead are lit on the 
left, those for the living on the right hand side and the prayers for the travelers 
are recited separately - these, listed first, are the living] Efim, Praskovya, 
Akulina, Tatiana, Iosef, Nikon, the sick girl Caterina, the little girl Alessandra, 
Marta with children, Nicola, Olga with children , traveler Matrona and Maria.

Upon receipt, please inform and care to write whether there are fans [believers, 
visitors] from Russia and if there is anyone living in the Russian building. 
In [this] place lost in the Caucasus nothing is known about Jerusalem and 
whether it is possible to accept the intention of being [going] to Jerusale m for 
God’s sake, inform us [here] of sinners I [we] will happily  wait for your answer.
my address: in the Caucasus in the city of Timirkan-shura Evdokia Vukolovny 
widow Gavrilova I have the honor to respectfully come to you 1879 Evdokia 
Vukolova in the city of Timirkan-Shura May 6 days.

About the health of Tatiana, Mary, Jacob with children, sick Eudoxia, Tatiana, 
another sick Eudoxia, Maria, Barbara, Maria, Anastasia, Agrafena, Anfeia, 
Cahterine. On the suffrage of the servants [slaves] of God [these are the dead] 
Nikita, Dormidont, Vukol, Anna, Fevrona, Simone, Anna, little Elizabeth, 
Sergio, Fedosia, Tikhon, Praskovia, Averyan  the soldier, Peter, Barbara, Jacob, 
Joseph, John, George,, Eudoxia, Alessandro, John the soldier, Anthony, Avdej,

Timothy, Akulin, Karp, John, Philip, Tatiana, Jacob, Maria, Anisya, Helen, 
Xenia, Anna, Matrona, Anna, Xenia.
Write your address, it is safe for us to write, we would like to send a donation, 
but we do not know how to write in that case.
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And after the letter, let’s now examine 
the envelope, which (at the top) is 
addressed:

To Excellence Archimandrite 
Serafino d’archante = of silver? 
(referring to the 20 rubles? It does not 
appear as if the envelope contained 
silver coins. More likely banknotes, 
such as those of the Figures)
The church of Christ Jerusalem
Sending twenty rubles
These sentences and words are 
repeated below in Cyrillic characters.

On the back , handwritten note in 
German: 

eröffnet wegen aufgesprungener 
Siegel / neu gesiegelt
(open for broken seals, sealed again)
Labeling of the new seals: 
Bahnpostabgabeamt –Triest
(Railway Post Office of deliveries - 
Trieste)

However, there are still a few things to understand and to explain, such as the 
various numbers, probably indicative of postal weights and tariffs:

N 2 (top left) the registration number of the insured letter?

14 gm (grams?) Probably the weight. It seems low, however the envelope and 
the letter together (without the 20 rubles and some fragments of the seals that 
have fallen off) weigh just 14 grams.
 
2 h (on the right)?

178  a  progressive number of the insured re-isssued in Trieste? 

p 33/40 values   expressed in different currency? 
Large manuscript endorsement in sanguine [illegible]?

32 f?  could be the final tax, but ‘f’ could not be in Austrian florins or in French 
francs, as this would be an enormous, exaggerated amount. It could be an ‘S’ 
to indicate Austrian money equivalent to kreuzer (and 30 soldi would be the 
portion for the Austrian Lloyd for a letter of single Austrian weight via Trieste to 
Jerusalem - see G. Printz, The practical postal service in Austria, page 423.
 
The two  blue lines could simply be the indication and underlining of the 
destination
 
Vertical writing at right, in Cyrillic?

On the back:
20 rubles
And perhaps the indication and address of the sender.
I could not understand more and I am asking for help from Russian friends or 
from specialists in the sector to explain the rates that were applied and which 
should be those provided for in the UPU treaty, which had come into force on 
1 April 1879 and also applied to the Russian Post Office. Who knows whether 
this news arrived on time to far away Daghestan and to the already martyred 
Palestine?
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Let’s now look at the path shown by 
the various stamps.

On front side: in the center, in blue-
green ink, a stamp dated 1 May 1879 
in which someone read as TGOROD, a 
locality that, despite many researches, 
I could not identify (I am told that 
“gorod” in Russian means ‘city’ or 
‘district, hence Tgorod could be a 
small town (or post office?) of the city 
of Temir-Khan-Shura).

On the back the stamps of:

TEMIR - KHAN - SHURA 
2 May 1879. Temir-Khan-Shura 
(Темир-ан-Шура), that is the lake 
or the mythical cliff of Tamerlane, 
who is said to have camped here in 
1396. In 1922 the place was renamed 
Buynaksk in honor of a Russian 
revolutionary.  Buynaksk is a city 
in the Republic of Daghestan, near 
Chechnya, in Russia, not far from the 
Caspian Sea, located at the foot of the 
Caucasus mountains on the Shura-
Ozen river, 40 kilometers south-west 
of the capital of the Makhachkala 
Republic. Today it has a population of 
over 60 thousand inhabitants.

TEMIR - KHAN - SHURA 
May 13th 1879 (so it was necessary 
to wait 11 days for the mail to leave, 
which is quite telling about  the 
situation of those areas in general 
and of the post in particular).

ODESSA June 19, 1879 (more 
than a month to get there! Crossing, 
probably on foot, all the Ciscaucasian 
region and probably passing through 
Rostov and Mariupol on the Sea 
of   Azov. Today, looking at a map, 
one could notice that, as the crow 
flies, the distance from Buynaksk 

JAFFA
JERUSALEM

TEMIR-KHAN-SHURA

ROSTOV
ODESSA

PODWOLOCZYSKA

VOLOCHYSK
LVIV

LJUBJANA

TRIEST

ALEXANDRIA

to Odessa is practically the same as 
that to Jerusalem, but back then, in 
addition to not having planes, there 
was no possibility of forwarding the 
mail along that route. The Caucasus 
(Major and Minor ???)  represented 
a significant challenge to overcome: 
there weren’t roads and then, after 
the mountains, there was the desert.

ODESSA June 20, 1879 
immediately forwarded to cross 
the whole of Ukraine (from here on 
the routes were  more regulated, 
even though the distances are still 
enormous).

VOLOCHYSK June 21, 1879 point 
of arrival of the mail from Ukraine and 
exchange office for the  mail from 
Russia to Central Europe.

VOLOCHYSK 22 June 1879 
forwarding  of the letter, which 
crossed the Zbruch river and was 
handed over to the Austro-Hungarian 
Post Office.

PODWOLOCZYSKA July 4, 1879 
(Austrian-type stamp in Polish), in the 
Podolian plain before Volochysk, in 
the Khmenytskyi region, on the road 
between Ternopil (in Polish, ‘Tarnopol’ 
in Russian) and Khmelnytskyi 

(Hmelnicki) in what was then Podolia, 
and which today is Ukraine. The 
difference between the June 22nd 
date of Volochysk and that of July 
4th of Podwoloczyska would suggest 
that it took 12 days just to cross a 
river, which by the way is quite a 
small one. It all happened on the 
same day: the first date is according 
to the Gregorian calendar, the one 
used by the Russian Orthodox church, 
while that of the Austrian stamp is 
according to the Julian calendar, the 
one we currently use.Once entered 
in the Austrian postal system, the 
letter arrived in Trieste, probably via 
Lemberg (today Lviv, Lvov or Lviv 

according to languages), Krakow 
(Krakau in German) and Vienna, 
the capital of the Empire. In Trieste 
the note in German was added ‘ 
eröffnet wegen aufgesprungener 
Siegel / neu gesiegelt’ (opened for 
broken seals, sealed again) and new 
wax seals added with the words: 
Bahnpostabgabeamt –Triest (Railway 
Post Office for deliveries - Trieste
In Trieste, given the destination, the 
letter was embarked on a steamer 
from the Austrian Lloyd of the line to 
Alexandria. Here it was transferred to a 
ship of the Alexandria-Smyrna line to 
be delivered at 519 Jaffa, in Palestine. 
From there it was taken to Jerusalem 

to be finally handed over to the 
Archimandrite. There are no stamps or 
dates for this last part of the journey. 
It can be reasonably assumed that 
it took more than two months from 
departure to arrival, and, if we consider 
the length of the route and, above all, 
the characteristics of the territories 
crossed, with no roads, and the river 
crossings, the time taken was relatively 
short. The letter with its contents, 
during its long postal journey, was 
treated with care and attention  (it was 
even resealed for safety purposes) and 
it was conserved with diligence so that 
it could  reach us, 140 years later, in 
truly excellent condition.

KRAKOW

VIENNA
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